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U/S-457/380/511/34 of IPC 
 

O  R  D  E  R 
09.11.2022 

Ld. Advocate of the petitioner has filed hazira. 

Case diary as called earlier vide Order dated-03.11.2022 & 07.11.2022 

received today from the I/O concerned.   

Heard learned counsel of both sides on the instant petition. Also 

perused the instant petition.   

The learned advocate of the petitioner has submitted that the accused 

person, namely, Sri Rupdhan Das and Sarubhaikan Das @ Arjun Das 

are innocent and they are no way connected with the alleged offence 

and are arrested only on suspicion. The Ld. Counsel of the accused 

further submitted that in the event of their release on bail there is no 

chance of absconding. Hence, prayed to allow the bail prayer of the 

above-named accused persons. 

Also perused the case diary. The prosecution story in brief is as follows 

that complainant, namely, Mr. Tarun Borah, UBC stating that last night 

he has been performing patrolling duty with the batellion staffs of 12th 

APBN and during patrolling a group of person 4/5 persons are seen at 

Borjhar Gaon Centre who hit something with a long stick, look like 

“siprang”. It also disclosed that on seeing the police said persons fled 

away from there and tried to escape from police and thereafter, police 

staffs on duty run behind them and apprehended one Sri Krishna Das 

and co-accused Kochuguti Das along with Rupdhan and others 

successfully escaped from there. On inspection one siprang having 

sharp end in one side, one broken lock of the shutter of a shop and 

one bicycle recovered from them. Hence, the prosecution case.  

On perusal of the case diary, it appears that investigation of this case 

is still going on and yet to complete. It also appears that sufficient 

incriminating materials have been found against the above-named 

accused persons. Hence, at this stage, if the above-named accused 

persons are released on bail, the whole process of the investigation of 

this case will be hampered. So, under such circumstances, considering 

the gravity and seriousness of offence alleged against accused persons  
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and the stage of investigation, I find that this is not a case where the 

accused persons can be relied upon and enlarged on bail.                                              

Accordingly, the bail petition filed on behalf of the above-named 

accused persons stands rejected. 

Return back the case diary to the Investigating Officer in seal cover.   

Accordingly, bail application is disposed of.  

Inform all the concerned. 

 

          Sri N. Bhatta 
            Chief Judicial Magistrate 
                 Sonitpur, Tezpur 


